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Dr. Michael Newton is world-famous for his spiritual regression techniques that take hypnotic
subjects back to their time in the spirit world. His two best-selling books of client case studies,
Journey of Souls and Destiny of Souls, have left thousands of readers eager to discover their
own afterlife adventures, their soul companions and guides, and their purpose in this
lifetime.Now, for the first time in print, Dr. Newton reveals his step-by-step methods. His
experiential approach to the spiritual realms sheds light on the age-old questions of who we are,
where we came from, and why we are here. This groundbreaking guidebook, designed for both
hypnosis professionals and the general public, completes the afterlife trilogy by Dr. Newton.

Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.The Initial Inquiry: Addressing Client
Belief SystemsBefore entering into the details of hypnosis methodology connected to the
practice of spiritual regression, I think it is fitting to consider your approach to questions about
the afterlife. As a spiritual regressionist, you will have clients who are in a personal quandary
about their beliefs at the time of their first contact with you. How you respond to their respective
concerns might well be the determining factor in their making an appointment.While a large
majority of the people who wish you to help them access their soul memories are comfortable
with their beliefs, others are conflicted by religious teachings, concerns over the mechanics of
hypnosis in reaching their life between lives, or they may have some skepticism about trusting
themselves to you in facilitating their mental entry into the spirit world. I begin my sessions by
explaining to the unsettled potential client that it will benefit them to enter their hypnosis
regression with an open mind. I might even tell them that regardless of their belief system, their
unconscious memories are probably going to reveal a home in the spirit world that will be
consistent with the reports from everyone who has undergone spiritual regression. A skeptic
could argue that this sort of reassurance is actually preconditioning the subject. Even so, after
conducting thousands of life between lives hypnosis sessions, I am comfortable with making this
statement to an anxious client.When considering bias, there is also the fact that my books about
the afterlife are already public knowledge. If a potential client raises the possibility of being
swayed by having read these books, I explain that during the many years before my research
was published I told most clients very little in advance. Either way, you will find it makes no
difference. Once a subject mentally enters the spirit world through deep hypnosis, regardless of
their ideology or what I have told them in advance, their reports are going to be similar to
everyone who went before them.I have been told by the LBL hypnotherapists I have trained that
they have had clients who never heard of me or my books who, without prompting, have also
been consistent in their reports of the spirit world. The differences are in the soul activities they
see clearly and those that are hazy. No two sessions are exactly the same because each soul



has a specific energy pattern for recovering stored immortal memories and their own unique
history of existence.If a potential client has reservations about metaphysical philosophy due to a
rigid belief system, this may have created an inner turmoil that you must address at the outset.
This person has contacted you because they do want spiritual information about their higher self
and yet ideological reservations are holding them back. I often find in such cases that
underneath this mental conflict lies unhappiness and dissatisfaction over how these individuals
consciously view the world and their lives. Such people have contacted you because they have
finally reached a point where they are willing to seek answers by a new approach. In these
circumstances, an eclectic therapist can be a good sounding board for open-ended
philosophical discussions that are reflective, interpretive, and encouraging to the potential
client.--This text refers to the paperback edition.Review"Life Between Lives is Newton's
excellent textbook for hypnotherapists interested in spiritual regression therapy. Newton coaches
regressionists on hypnosis sessions; dealing with client preconceptions and with unresponsive
clients; desensitization methodologies; talking to guides; and therapeutic opportunities in soul-
life explorations. Newton's explanations are outstanding. For aspiring spiritual regressionists, the
detailed step-by-step format of this lucid book will be tremendously helpful."―New Age
Retailer"...a topnotch reading adventure...For a nice learning experience and an enjoyable
reading journey, this is a fine way to spend an evening."―www.ghostvillage.com--This text refers
to the paperback edition.About the AuthorMichael Newton, PhD, has been a counseling
psychologist, master hypnotherapist, and teacher for more than forty years. He is the founder of
the Newton Institute for Life Between Lives Hypnotherapy, which trains hypnotherapists in his
pioneering techniques, and the bestselling author of Journey of Souls and Destiny of
Souls.William Dufris has been nominated nine times as a finalist for the APA's prestigious Audie
Award and has garnered twenty-one Earphones Awards from AudioFile magazine, which also
named him one of the Best Voices at the End of the Century. --This text refers to an out of print or
unavailable edition of this title.Read more
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About the AuthorDr. Newton is a counseling psychologist, master hypnotherapist, and teacher.
He has been on the faculty of higher educational institutions and has served as a group therapy
director for community mental health centers and spiritual renewal organizations in cooperation
with hospitals and social service agencies. Now retired after forty years of private practice, he is
considered a pioneer in uncovering the mysteries of our life between lives through the
development of his own hypnosis techniques.He is the author of the best-selling books Journey
of Souls and Destiny of Souls (winner of the most outstanding metaphysical book award of the
year at the the annual Book Exposition of America in 2001), which have been translated into
over thirty languages. Dr. Newton received the annual award for the most unique contribution by
a hypnotherapist from the National Association of Transpersonal Hypnotherapists. He has been
conferred as a Chevalier of Honor by -the Order of Constantine for international education.Dr.
Newton is the founder of the Newton Institute for LBL Hypnotherapy, which is an international
organization designed for the purpose of training experienced hypnotherapists in the techniques
of life between lives regression. He devotes a great deal of time directing this training program,
as well as appearing on numerous radio and TV talk shows and public expositions. He has an
international reputation as a thought-provoking speaker. Visit him online at
www.newtoninstitute.org.Llewellyn PublicationsWoodbury, MinnesotaCopyright InformationLife
Between Lives: Hypnotherapy for Spiritual Regression © 2004 by Michael Newton, Ph.D.All
rights reserved. No part of this book may be used or reproduced in any matter whatsoever,
including Internet usage, without written permission from Llewellyn Publications, except in the
form of brief quotations embodied in critical articles and reviews.As the purchaser of this e-book,
you are granted the non-exclusive, non-transferable right to access and read the text of this e-
book on screen. The text may not be otherwise reproduced, transmitted, downloaded, or
recorded on any other storage device in any form or by any means.Any unauthorized usage of
the text without express written permission of the publisher is a violation of the author’s copyright
and is illegal and punishable by law.First e-book edition © 2013First EditionNinth Printing,
2010Book design and editing by Rebecca ZinsCover design by the Llewellyn Art
DepartmentCover logo © The Newton Institute for LBL HypnotherapyLlewellyn Publications is
an imprint of Llewellyn Worldwide Ltd.Llewellyn Publications does not participate in, endorse, or
have any authority or responsibility concerning private business arrangements between our
authors and the public.Any Internet references contained in this work are current at publication
time, but the publisher cannot guarantee that a specific reference will continue or be maintained.
Please refer to the publisher’s website for links to current author websites.Llewellyn
PublicationsLlewellyn Worldwide Ltd.2143 Wooddale DriveWoodbury, MN
55125www.llewellyn.comManufactured in the United States of AmericadedicationThis
guidebook of life between lives hypnosis methodology is dedicated to all hypnotherapy
practitioners who access the souls of their clients through the use of spiritual regression, and to
those who seek enlightenmentabout their spiritual life.ContentsForeword by Dr. Arthur
RoffeyIntroductionPART ONEThe Initial InquiryAddressing Client Belief SystemsPART



TWOPreparation for Spiritual RegressionPersonal Demands on theSpiritual
RegressionistImportance of Training and ExperiencePracticing Life Between Lives HypnosisThe
Intake InterviewClient PreconceptionsA Client’s Cast of CharactersFinal Instructions to the
ClientPART THREEBeginning the LBL Hypnosis SessionInduction with the LBL ClientStages of
HypnosisDeepening and VisualizationPacing and Voice UsageFinal Hypnosis
InstructionsBefore RegressionMoving Backward in TimeInside the Mother’s WombThe
Transition Into a Past LifeChecking Conscious InterferencePART FOURThe Mental Gateway Into
the Spirit WorldPast Life Death ScenesDesensitizing TraumaInitial Visualizations of the Soul
StateInstructions for Soul DeparturePhrasing Questions at the GatewayThe Unresponsive LBL
ClientOvercoming Specific Typesof Client BlockingBlocking by the Client’s GuideVisions of Light
and DarknessWhile CrossingFirst Contact with SpiritsInteraction with Welcoming SpiritsStation
Stops for the Incoming SoulOrientation with GuidesPART FIVELife Between LivesReturning
Clients to Their Soul GroupIdentification of SoulmatesRecognition of Soul ColorsGathering
Information on a Soul GroupPrimary SoulmatesThe Inner Circle andMissing Soul
CompanionsSoul EnergyExamining Character Types in GroupsClients in the Intermediateand
Advanced LevelsTaking Clients Before Their CouncilTherapeutic OpportunitiesDuring Council
VisitationsReviewing Past Life IncarnationsSurveying Other Spirit World ActivitiesLife and Body
SelectionConnections Between Body and SoulTherapeutic Benefits ofSpiritual RegressionPART
SIXClosing the SessionPreparation for EmbarkationCompleting the Spiritual
RegressionAwakening the LBL ClientThe Exit InterviewConclusionsAppendixForewordFor the
past few years, Dr. Michael Newton has directed the training of professional hypnotherapists in
his techniques encompassing the art of life between lives spiritual regression (LBL). I was very
fortunate to be among his first group of trainees who were certified in the detailed methodology
of taking clients into their immortal existence as souls. My own background involved training as a
traditional psychotherapist and later as a hypnotherapist specializing in Health Psychology.Ten
years ago, I came across Dr. Newton’s eloquently written first book, Journey of Souls, and later
his second book, Destiny of Souls, both reporting on the spiritual terrain between our lives that
went far beyond past life regression. I felt they were among the most important works ever
published in the professional field of Regression Hypnotherapy and, indeed, in all of
metaphysical literature. Dr. Newton’s contributions are not speculative. His insights are derived
from personally facilitating over 7,000 LBL clients into their spiritual life between physical
incarnations on Earth. In my own practice, I am amazed by the revelations that my clients
experience and the effect these spiritual observations have upon their values, choices, and life
patterns in a here-and-now incarnation.Now that he has retired from active practice, Dr. Newton
has written a chronicle detailing the methods he developed in over three decades of spiritual
regression practice to insure that the next generation of LBL therapists are properly informed
and can expand upon his groundbreaking work. Whether you are a professional counselor
skilled in regression hypnotherapy, or are simply interested in expanding your therapeutic work
with clients to include the most important aspect of their being—their spirit—this book will be a



valuable resource.And, if you are not a therapist but a person interested in how Dr. Newton was
able to achieve the remarkable results described in his books, perhaps with the idea of
experiencing a personal LBL regression yourself, you will find Life Between Lives a source of
valuable perceptions into the methods and thought processes of a pioneer in spiritual discovery.
Much more than a technical manual of methodology, this book will stimulate personal reflection
about the marvels of a multidimensional creation and of our part in it, both as a soul and as an
incarnated human being.—arthur e. roffey, ph.d. d.d.[contents]IntroductionLife Between Lives:
Hypnotherapy for Spiritual Regression represents over three decades of personal research and
the development of clinical hypnosis techniques helping clients access their soul memories
about the afterlife. The means of achieving a superconscious trance state to recall one’s
immortal existence is a key element of this book. With heightened perception, ordinary people
are able to find their own answers to the age-old questions of “Who am I?” “Why am I here?” and
“Where do I come from?”This is primarily a “how to” book designed as a practical step-by-step
guide to what I have found to be the most effective procedures for reaching a client’s immortal
memories about their life in the spirit world. While the book is intended to be a useful
methodology text for experienced hypnotherapy professionals, it does contain new case
material not printed in my previous books, Journey of Souls (1994) and Destiny of Souls (2000)
by Llewellyn Publications. The additional case material and the questions I use to elicit spiritual
visualizations should appeal to readers who enjoyed my other two works. The three books
combined represent a trilogy of research information into the afterlife.It is also my hope that
readers will gain a deeper understanding about the process of what I call spiritual regression
and be encouraged to embark on a life between lives session themselves with a seasoned
professional.I started my career as a traditional therapist. Eventually, after I began the practice of
past life regression, I discovered the methods necessary for directing life between lives
regression. As I approached retirement, after conducting thousands of spiritual regression
cases, I realized that it was time for me to begin training other professionals in the art of LBL
therapy that had proven to be successful over many years.In 1999, I started working with various
professional hypnosis accrediting associations around the country who gave me approval to
conduct an LBL workshop lasting a few hours. I soon learned that at least three or four days
were required for training others in this difficult work. Then the National Association of
Transpersonal Hypnotherapy (NATH) offered to host a conference devoted entirely to LBL
methodology if I would co-direct the training.In September 2001, one week after the terrorist
attacks on America, the first world conference for LBL certification training was held in Virginia
Beach. It proved to be an auspicious time for a new hypnosis program of spiritual exploration.
This intense course consists of some forty hours of workshops, demonstrations, and supervised
experiential practice sessions going far beyond the study of past life regression. I owe NATH a
debt of gratitude for their foresight and the support they have given me in the development of
this LBL conference and those that have followed.In time, I realized there was a need for an
organization whose sole purpose would be the advancement of hypnosis regression into the



afterlife. In 2002, I founded the Society for Spiritual Regression with the help of a dedicated
group of LBL hypnotherapists. This training organization is composed of certified LBL therapists
devoted to advancing the study and practice of regressing clients into the spirit world between
their lives on Earth. One of the primary goals of the society is to serve as a referral base for both
the domestic and international community. Our website is www.spiritualregression.org.If you are
someone seeking to learn about your own spiritual history, I would urge you to seek
recommendations in finding an experienced hypnosis professional with certified LBL training. If
such a person is not available in your area, it may be necessary to travel some distance. Believe
me, it’s worth the effort. It is important to find a qualified LBL hypnosis practitioner with a passion
for helping people uncover their soul memories of the afterlife and who will be sensitive to your
specific needs.With spiritual regression, both past life and LBL therapy are combined. Thus, the
hypnosis facilitator should be well versed in the field of metaphysics in order to be able to
analyze the karmic influences in the client’s existence from both a psychological and historical
perspective. I also suggest to members of the public that you arrange for a preliminary interview
in your search for a skilled hypnotherapist.While this text is designed to present the foundations
of my research into the afterlife in a systematic fashion, it is not my intention that spiritual
regressionists conform to a rigid sequence of hypnosis procedures. In fact, I recognize this
material may also be useful for those who wish to employ alternative methods to reach the spirit
world. I know that each facilitator brings their own ideas, talents, and experience to the practice
of LBL therapy. The application of different approaches to the mind can only enhance our
knowledge and perspective of our spiritual life.I will offer advice on certain issues I feel strongly
about but, rather than being too theoretical, I have done my best to sustain this information on a
practical level and to simplify as much as possible the conceptual framework involving my
hypnosis methods with clients. It is my hope that we are at the beginning of what will become a
worldwide movement in the twenty-first century for offering a method that provides new spiritual
insight into ourselves. The many uses of spiritual regression can help us understand the purpose
for our personal existence and make us better for having this knowledge.[contents]Everything
that surrounds us,Everything that we brush past unknowing,Everything that we touch which is
not felt,Everything that we meet unnoticingHas on us swift, surprising, and inexplicable effects.—
de maupassantTHEPART ONEINITIAL INQUIRYAddressing Client Belief SystemsBefore
entering into the details of hypnosis methodology connected to the practice of spiritual
regression, I think it is fitting to consider your approach to questions about the afterlife. As a
spiritual regressionist, you will have clients who are in a personal quandary about their beliefs at
the time of their first contact with you. How you respond to their respective concerns might well
be the determining factor in their making an appointment.While a large majority of the people
who wish you to help them access their soul memories are comfortable with their beliefs, others
are conflicted by religious teachings, concerns over the mechanics of hypnosis in reaching their
life between lives, or they may have some skepticism about trusting themselves to you in
facilitating their mental entry into the spirit world.I begin my sessions by explaining to the



unsettled potential client that it will benefit them to enter their hypnosis regression with an open
mind. I might even tell them that regardless of their belief system, their unconscious memories
are probably going to reveal a home in the spirit world that will be consistent with the reports
from everyone who has undergone spiritual regression. A skeptic could argue that this sort of
reassurance is actually preconditioning the subject. Even so, after conducting thousands of life
between lives hypnosis sessions, I am comfortable with making this statement to an anxious
client.When considering bias, there is also the fact that my books about the afterlife are already
public knowledge. If a potential client raises the possibility of being swayed by having read these
books, I explain that during the many years before my research was published I told most clients
very little in advance. Either way, you will find it makes no difference. Once a subject mentally
enters the spirit world through deep hypnosis, regardless of their ideology or what I have told
them in advance, their reports are going to be similar to everyone who went before them.I have
been told by the LBL hypnotherapists I have trained that they have had clients who never heard
of me or my books who, without prompting, have also been consistent in their reports of the spirit
world. The differences are in the soul activities they see clearly and those that are hazy. No two
sessions are exactly the same because each soul has a specific energy pattern for recovering
stored immortal memories and their own unique history of existence.If a potential client has
reservations about metaphysical philosophy due to a rigid belief system, this may have created
an inner turmoil that you must address at the outset. This person has contacted you because
they do want spiritual information about their higher self and yet ideological reservations are
holding them back. I often find in such cases that underneath this mental conflict lies
unhappiness and dissatisfaction over how these individuals consciously view the world and their
lives. Such people have contacted you because they have finally reached a point where they are
willing to seek answers by a new approach. In these circumstances, an eclectic therapist can be
a good sounding board for open-ended philosophical discussions that are reflective, interpretive,
and encouraging to the potential client.For example, in America, with our prevalent Christian
society, you might be told, “I want to experience what Heaven is like, but I worry that I might be
committing a sin by coming to see you.” Another slant on this same question could be, “I think
there is an afterlife, but must one believe in reincarnation in order to be a candidate for spiritual
regression?” I have had clients from cultures where there are strong convictions about life being
deterministic, giving them little control over their destiny. Other societies are open- minded about
reincarnation and fate but their rituals involve the existence of angry gods, evil spirits, and
undesirable astral regions after death. Some belief systems do not allow for a soul-ego that
exists in a spirit world between lives. Atheists and agnostics, of course, find it hard to accept a
higher power and a grand design in the universe. As I mentioned, regardless of ideological
preconceptions in their conscious minds, once these people are in a superconscious trance
state they will have the same soul memories about their life between lives as all your other
clients.Thoughtful people with diverse belief systems will contact you because they are
searching for meaning in their lives. They are looking for a different sort of spirituality that is



consistent and makes sense to them. Once we separate out the extremists and their radical
doctrines, all religions have wonderful creeds of compassion, charity, and love. Yet they are also
anchored by centuries of institutional dogma that does not appeal to modern thinking. In my
view, the world’s great religions are too impersonal for many people. In a sense these powerful
religions have lost much of the essence of individual spiritual contact with the divine which gave
rise to their origins. People are disturbed by this evolution.The historian Arnold Toynbee stated
that throughout the history of humankind when a belief system outlives its attraction as a spiritual
model for people it is modified or discarded. We live in a world that is perceived as chaotic.
There are those who believe this is of our own making, while others blame the Source that
created us and turn away from all faith. Over my years of private practice, I have seen an
increase in the number of people who are seeking a new spiritual awareness that is individual
and unique to them without intermediaries who wish to impose their will on what they deem is
spiritual.All of us have a tendency to be intolerant of people who don’t think as we do. For the
spiritual regressionist, having bias toward your own truths is natural but this should not cloud
your receptiveness to ideas expressed by clients. As a life between lives therapist, you want to
assist the client in reaching both understanding and equanimity about their existence without
imposing your values. Everything the client needs to know is inside their mind. Whenever
possible you must allow them to first recognize and then interpret their own memories. Your
understanding and positive healing energy is vital as you work to expose the client’s inner vision
of their soul life. In this way you also facilitate alignment of the subject’s vibrational soul energy to
the rhythms of their human brains.I try to explain to my clients, who represent many
philosophical belief systems, that we live in an imperfect world in order to appreciate perfection.
We strive for improvement through free will and change. Searching for inner wisdom is essential
because unless we find a personal inner knowledge beyond those institutional doctrines
developed by others long ago, we cannot truly be wise about how to live our lives today on
Earth.Current truths are succeeded by higher truths in each generation, and it is this progression
of knowledge and acute awareness of ourselves that is at the core of expressing our personal
identity. As spiritual regressionists utilizing the power of hypnosis, we are now blessed with a
new medium of therapeutic intervention. If you are able to assist people in seeing the light of
divinity within themselves and foster self-discovery, then you will have made a real contribution
toward the ultimate enlightenment of our race.[contents]PREPARATIONPART TWOFOR
SPIRITUAL REGRESSIONPersonal Demands on theSpiritual RegressionistAt one of my
workshops, I was discussing the effort required in taking people to their life between lives. At the
first break a hypnotherapist came up to me and said, “Thank you very much for your time, but I’m
leaving. I now realize this work is just too difficult. I have a nice, regulated practice. The hypnosis
management requirements of spiritual regression is just not an area of therapy I feel equipped to
handle.” I told this honest person it was a good thing he recognized these concerns now rather
than later.There is no question that three to four hours of intense work, juggling many balls at
once, without rest, is demanding. Essentially, you must contend with the simultaneous



interaction of a client’s immortal soul and the mental processes of their current human brain.
These two egos may be conflicted by disrupted integration. An LBL facilitator must cope with
this duality of the client’s mind while refining and adjusting long phases of spiritual imagery to
support a comfortable passage. To do this you must constantly track their mental journey
through the geography of the spirit world. This is called mapping.The motivations, fears, self-
image, and expectations of your client will be determined by the physical, emotional, and mental
makeup of their host body. These elements of temperament are influenced by what I call “the I
signs of the soul”: insight, intuition, and imagination. While your hypnosis subject is telling you
about their spiritual life, they are communicating this information through their current mortal
body. This can be both confusing and gut-wrenching for them. As the drama of the afterlife
unfolds in the mind of the client, their transpersonal view of the other side is affected by how well
they can face truths about their real self.In addition to everything else, you will also be required
to concentrate on the many previous karmic experiences your client has had in other bodies so
they will comprehend patterns of cause and effect that affect their life today. Practicing LBL
therapy will increase your past life regression skills greatly as you move from life to life using the
spirit world as a bridge. You may be required to alternate both permissive and authoritarian
hypnosis techniques while shifting back and forth between the client’s past lives, soul
experiences, and current life. Much depends upon their receptivity, which may vary from past life
to spirit world settings.Your task as a spiritual regressionist is to help the client manage their
visualizations by allowing them to bring all this information into focus so that they can see
relationships by truly understanding their soul and purpose in life and thus be empowered by
their session. As an LBL facilitator, this effort can be arduous and requires both skill and tenacity.
Certainly we don’t engage in personal attachments, but it is a cold therapist who does not feel
compassion and empathy for a client who may be going through a difficult time recounting all the
reasons why they are in their current body and what their guides and masters have to tell them.
No motivated, caring hypnotherapist can remain detached in this work. After a demanding
spiritual regression session I usually find myself drained. Clearing my head with hard exercise in
the mountains helps me a great deal.Importance of Training and ExperienceMy LBL training
classes have a mixture of licensed therapists and certified hypnosis professionals. Typically, a
substantial number of hours in basic and advanced hypnotherapy training is required, along with
a few years of private practice. Having some background in past life experience is of great
benefit before tackling the demanding work of a spiritual regressionist. One does not need to be
licensed as a psychologist, psychotherapist, or counselor to be a skilled hypnosis facilitator.
However, when working with troubled clients, some background in counseling guidance is
invaluable.Ethically, therapists are expected to recognize their level of competence and
professional qualifications and not employ treatment procedures that are beyond the scope of
their training. To all practitioners of spiritual regression who assist clients in seeking the truth
about themselves, I would say the more exposure to academic training and professional
experience, the better.The issue of self-awareness is important to you as an LBL therapist since



it directly relates to your influence on the client. Your energy is affected by your own intuition,
motivation, and integrity. I have great respect for Taoist philosophy. The Taoists believe that
inspiration occurs when one’s conscious mind gets out of the way of their natural unconscious
energy. In a sense, our cosmic chi (energy) is what brings harmony and clarity to the body.
Having a keen internal focus also makes you a better therapist.The best regressionists have a
perception that allows them to know something without the use of conscious reasoning. These
therapists sense things at appropriate moments when working with people. During LBL therapy
it is possible for both facilitator and subject to receive help from their respective guides, and
these moments should be recognized, especially in the behavioral areas of making choices and
problem solving.I believe it is possible to train yourself to recognize and analyze symbols which
illustrate spirit-world experiences that cannot be defined in a material way. These metaphors
may be symbolic of something on Earth that has applications to a visualized spirit-world event.
Frankly, there are times during a session when I feel I am somewhat telepathic. This can be a
hindrance when I don’t consciously block what I am thinking at critical moments with a client
who can pick up my thoughts.I find daily meditation and controlled breathing to be helpful in my
LBL practice. In yoga, prana refers to the life force or energy that is manifested in each of us
through our breath. As a spiritual regressionist, I manipulate my breathing at times during a
session in an attempt to extend my mind into a higher state of consciousness. I may even enter
into a self-induced light trance state to be more open to the spiritual forces I feel around
me.Please understand that prana is not the breath itself nor the oxygen involved with breathing
but the energy connected to the breath. It is a connection to the energy of all living things as a
universal life force. I have worked to train myself to seek the energy pathways necessary to
reach a particular client’s mind while asking for help from my guide and my subject’s guide. I
begin by opening my mind and asking for guidance. In this way I try to receive information and
not send it. What I do send to my clients are messages of confidence and reassurance.The key
to being a good therapist is to listen. Another is allowing your client to first interpret their own
metaphoric symbols based upon what they are experiencing before you engage in your own
interpretations. There is a delicate balance between listening and questioning. To know when to
speak and when to be quiet is not easy to teach students. In LBL work one must learn when to
gently assist a client in understanding a visualization after they have spent time analyzing what
they are seeing themselves. This comes with training and practice, and along the way this
exercise and your own creativity may enable you to become more intuitive.Practicing Life
Between Lives HypnosisSince the publication of my books, many hypnosis practitioners have
contacted me about spiritual regression. There is the impression that if they are somewhat
acquainted with past life regression, it is a simple next step to engage in life between lives work.
This is not true.The fact is that most past life regressionists merely jump their subjects from one
former life to the next. Some still believe the time between lives is a grayish limbo of no
consequence. This notion is changing and I have wondered if it didn’t originate with the ancient
Tibetan Book of the Dead, where people read that “the time between reincarnations in the Bardo



is a maximum of seven weeks.”In the introduction section of my books I explain that it took me a
long time to learn the pathways of progression into the spirit world that seemed natural to most
clients. After my first life between lives client opened the door, I needed a large body of cases
mapping the spirit world before I felt comfortable with the process I use today. Still, after
thousands of cases, I realize I have only scratched the surface of our spiritual realm.Every new
LBL therapist finds their own style. You will learn what works best for you to effect a smooth
transition from the subconscious mind into the spiritual house of the superconscious to reach
the immortal memories of each soul. How you incorporate your new LBL skills into your practice
is something everyone must experiment with for themselves.I have received calls from around
the country from past life regressionists who ask, “What am I doing wrong? Why can’t I get my
clients into a life between lives state?” My first question is, “How long are your client sessions?”
“Oh, you know,” they respond, “the usual forty-five minutes to one hour.” Without going into
methodology, I tell them this is part of their problem. To work with LBL therapy you need to
reserve a three- to four-hour block of time. Some then remark, “How do you expect me to keep
up my client load seeing one or two people per day?”I try to be polite in explaining that perhaps
they should not consider working in spiritual regression unless they are willing to set aside one
or two days per week for this therapy. This might be good advice for anyone to avoid burn-out.
However, as I tell my students, I must admit that I did not follow this recommendation years ago
when I became obsessed with the power of this work and was compelled to only take LBL
cases. Some people I have trained are following my example as LBL specialists and I hope their
energy levels hold up. Frankly, the work is so tiring I think it would be foolish to see more than
one LBL client per day.What about the number of sessions per client? Before I began training
others, clients would come from all over the world to see me and I could only give them one day.
There is a much better way. In the years before I was swamped by requests for sessions from the
general public, I had an LBL client for three sessions, each building on the one before:A. I began
with the intake interview and a light, half-hour hypnosis session to determine receptivity. If I was
unhappy with the level of trance, they came for more practice sessions.B. Typically, the second
session was devoted to taking the client down into childhood, their mother’s womb, and the most
immediate last life, but with no death scene or entry to the spirit world.C. The final long LBL
session where I first took the client rapidly to the end of the life we reviewed at the prior session.
After a death scene we entered the spirit world in order to maintain continuity of their visions as
a soul. I try never to break up this spiritual portion of a subject’s recall into more than one
segment.If you engage in the practice of spiritual regression, your clients are going to want tape
recordings of their sessions. I recommend the use of two tape recorders in case one breaks
down during the session. Also, you have a backup should something happen to your client’s
master tape. High-quality microphones are essential because people in hypnosis often talk
softly.You may elect to start taping right after induction, at the point where your client begins
recalling their past life, or immediately after the death scene. I like to begin taping right after the
death scene because then I can summarize this abbreviated past life so the entire tape will be



devoted to the client’s soul-life.The Intake InterviewAt the time of your first meeting with the client
it is imperative to establish their goals and your objectives for a solid afterlife experience. The
most effective sessions are those where your client knows in advance the step-by-step
procedure you will use. This takes nothing away from the mystery and awe of the LBL
experience. I explain that our association will be a partnership where the two of us are going to
take a journey together into the spirit world.Of course, you will want to review their background
history, especially any former hypnosis experience. As LBL specialists, most of your spiritual
regressions will be with people from out of town. If the client states their prior hypnosis exposure
was less than expected, or unsatisfactory in any way, you should ask them to explain the
circumstances. If they have any inhibitions about hypnosis, you must address this right away or
risk the element of self-sabotage. I routinely suggest to new clients who live far away from me
and have never been in hypnosis before that they visit a hypnosis person in their area for one
short session, just to see if they are capable of achieving a trance state. This saves time and
money for all concerned. Some will want to come anyway and that’s fine.Quite a number of
clients who come to me with prior hypnosis experience say, “When I had hypnosis before I don’t
think I was really asleep.” No one had bothered to tell these people they were not supposed to
be asleep, otherwise they would have been unable to respond to questions. It seems so basic,
yet they were not told of the difference between an altered state of consciousness in trance and
actual Delta sleep. I explain to the client each of the natural stages of hypnosis and how deep I
will take them. This is particularly relevant with life between lives hypnosis, which will be a new
experience in trance depth—even for those who have been in hypnosis before.I want my clients
to understand something of the mechanical process of hypnosis without overloading them with
clinical details. Too much technical information about trance depth tends to preoccupy some
clients about where they should be during the early stages of the session. On the other hand, I
want the client to be aware before we start why we will be spending a great deal of time doing
physical relaxation and visualization exercises in order to prepare for the proper trance depth in
spiritual regression. Basically, I confine my discussions on altered states to the following:1. The
Beta state is a full awake conscious state.2. Alpha states involve light, medium, and deeper
trance levels.a. The lighter stages are typically those we use for meditation.b. The medium
stages are generally associated with recovering childhood memories and past trauma. This
stage is useful for behavior modification, such as quitting smoking or gaining/losing weight.c.
The deeper Alpha states involve past life recovery.3. The Theta state is as deep as we get
before losing consciousness, and it uncovers the area of the superconscious mind that reveals
our spiritual life between lives activity.4. The Delta state is our final deep sleep state.I summarize
this information by telling the client that all these stages involve a natural process of sleep we go
through every night, which is then reversed the next morning. I don’t complicate matters by
explaining that these stages may actually be working simultaneously with one another in
different parts of the brain to facilitate verbal responses. Also, I would recommend you avoid
expounding on brain wave fluctuations, although it is interesting to note that with the



unconscious mind, the deeper Alpha and Theta waves involve larger, more open fluctuations of
energy that appear to expose our soul memories.I try to present a simplified version of altered
trance states in the form of light conversation to relieve any anxiety the client may have about
hypnosis being “unnatural” or “mysterious.” Indirect suggestions in the form of storytelling are
helpful. I know there are hypnotherapists who wish to keep the trance process mysterious for
effect. However, as I have said, I want the LBL client to feel this is a cooperative effort. If they
become actively involved and accept that they have control over the trance depth needed for
LBL work, you will elicit greater engagement from them in the long phases of deepening.With
spiritual regression it is especially valuable during intake that you establish a high degree of trust
with your client while they are learning about how you conceptualize their soul journey. While you
are observing their place on the road of life, they are analyzing your knowledge, confidence,
sensitivity, and perceptiveness. Even if they have had past life regression before, what they
experience with life between lives hypnosis will be much more intense because it involves their
immortality.At the intake interview, I want to soften any anxieties the client may have over what
they will discover about themselves. I explain how many people have gone before them who
were empowered by the results. I don’t want the subject to dwell on the possibility they might
experience some highly emotional scenes. There will be moments in every session when your
client will hit some emotional roadblocks.Some of these will occur in the discovery stages of who
they really are, the mistakes they have made, and their level of development. While people can
become discouraged at these moments, over the entire session the experience becomes more
and more enlightening to them. They realize fallibility is part of growth.Your clients will see the
serenity of their existence in the spirit world as they become aware of the compassion,
forgiveness, and love all around them. This experience is so comforting and uplifting that when
you give your subject post-hypnotic suggestions, they will consciously remember these beautiful
visions of the spirit world, and they will leave your office with renewed hope for their current life.
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George Guarino, “For Hypnotists Only. I'm fascinated by Michael Newton's work. This book is for
hypnotists wanting to learn his approach to leading folks into the area between lives. Doing this
type of hypnosis work is very intensive. Don't buy this book first... buy his others that take the
reader through the journeys. Only then will you be ready to consider whether or not you may
want to lead folks through this process. He does NOT teach you how to hypnotize. You must
come to this book with that skill already. I'm glad he put this information down on paper before
he himself moves on. He's a pioneer and I'm certain that others will add a lot to this information
as the years go by. I believe that is what he intends to happen.”

Robin Landry, “Great for Professional Hypnotherapists. While this book might not appeal to the
general public like Michael Newton's other two books, Journey of Souls and Destiny of Souls, I
found it most helpful. Being a hypnotherapist, Newton has laid out exactly how he does his Life
Between Life hypnosis work. This book is more of a guide to those in the business yet it still
might interest those who have read his other two books and can't get enough of Newton's
work.There is still enough of the actual regressions that I found interesting even before I started
my course of hypnotherapy, though I will now reread the book as a guide to help my own clients
one day. It's too bad that Newton has retired since his work is so ground-breaking on the subject
of Life after Death.What's significant about Newton's work, is that he lays out what's important in
our lives here on Earth. We have a plan, if you will, and are given the means to fulfill that plan.
We want to grow as souls, so we use Earth and the amnesia we experience here to test whether
the lessons we learn in 'heaven' have really taken. If everyone could realize that Earth is just a
testing ground, not a means to an end, we would truly all do the right thing and obtain 'heaven on
Earth'.But then again, we can't know for sure unless we have our own Near Death Experience
which is not recommended, so we have to have faith and preserver listening to that 'still small
voice' and hope to get most of it right.
  
When I Dream”

MZ, “Essential…. Outstanding….essential. A must-read for all spiritual seekers of all traditions.
May Dr. Michael Newton’s memory be for an everlasting blessing and his spirit a perennial loving
guide to all who knew him…and all of us who benefit from his life’s work. Sincerely, Michael”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Life Between Lives. I have two other books by Dr. Michael Newton which I
enjoyed better than this one. Dr. Newton no longer works on the bench. He is quite aged and
others have taken over his work. One you might also want to read that has replaced Dr. Newton
and worked under him for many years is Dr. Linda Backman. Her first book is Bringing Your Soul
to Light, 2009. She also has a second book just coming out. All of Dr. Newton's work is well
represented in his three books and continues. A past life regression takes about four hours and



is rather costly, so be prepared if you have a chance to partake in this experience.”

Filipe, “Great insight. For people who believes in souls and that we are all connected somehow
to help each other grow and reach our perfect state. This is one of the books I recommend. I
would say to start with the 'Journey os Souls' first, and then jump to 'Destiny of Souls' and in the
end, this one.”

SJRod, “Life is out there if you know how and where to look!. 10/10 for Michael on this the third
in the trilogy. An exciting how to from the perspective of a hypnotherapist and a great learning
tool to be able to uncover your own clients secret life journey from life to life. Enjoyed all three of
these books”

Mr I Howard, “Five Stars. Bought for my wife on a friend's recommendation.. They both give it
five stars.”

Janine, “I love all Michael Newton books and what they share about .... I love all Michael Newton
books and what they share about LBL (Life Between Lives). Always there is something new,
something that turns the mind, that piques new interest and only leaves you wanting ...
gagging ... to learn more!”

Gissi, “Good. Very mind opening a good read”

The book by Michael Newton has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 549 people have provided feedback.
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